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ABSTRACT: The purpose of the paper is to provide a discussion of the various approaches for accounting for labour supply responses in microsimulation models. The paper focus attention on two methodologies for modelling labour supply: (i) the discrete choice model and (ii) the random utility – random opportunities model. The paper then describes approaches to utilising these models for policy simulation in terms of producing and interpreting simulation outcomes, outlining an extensive literature of policy analyses utilising these approaches. Labour supply models are not only central for analysing behavioural labour supply responses but also for identifying optimal tax-benefit systems, given some of the challenges of the theoretical approach. Combining labour supply results with individual and social welfare functions enables the social evaluation of policy simulations. Combining welfare functions and labour supply functions, the paper discusses how to model socially optimal income taxation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Large microsimulation models, as originally proposed by Orcutt (1957), were meant to be behavioural. For many years, however, the microsimulation community considered behavioural responses, and in particular labour supply responses, either unimportant, unreliable or hard to interpret. Various motivations have progressively contributed to a more positive attitude towards the inclusion of labour supply responses into microsimulation models:

- The increasing policy interest in tax-benefit reforms, their effect on both distribution and efficiency, and the realization that policy analysis requires structural models — a long-standing message from Marschak (1953), possibly revived by Lucas (1976), in particular when the policies introduce complications and non-convexities into the opportunity sets, see (Heckman, 1974 and Hausman, 1979), and when preferences and opportunities are heterogeneous (see Aaberge, Colombino, & Strom, 1999).
- The use of microsimulation techniques in order to compute labour supply responses, starting approximately around the early 80s (see Arrufat & Zabalza, 1986; Zabalza, Pissarides, & Barton, 1980).
- The development of discrete choice labour supply models and of models based on various versions of the Random Utility approach (Aaberge, Dagsvik, & Strom, 1995; Van Soest, 1995).

From around the second half of the 90s, a (cautious) introduction of labour supply responses into large microsimulation models begin. Klevmarken (1997) provides a report on early efforts towards that purpose. Creedy and Duncan (2002), Bourguignon and Spadaro (2006), Li and O’Donoghue (2013), and Aaberge and Colombino (2014) survey past and recent developments.

In Section 2 we discuss the main approach currently adopted for developing models of labour supply. Section 3 illustrates some new or alternative approaches. Section 4 addresses the issue of whether structural models are necessary and reliable. The fact that microsimulation can produce highly disaggregated and multidimensional results on the one hand contribute to the richness of the policy evaluation, on the other hand, calls for the development of synthetic indices in order to guide the comparison between alternative policies. Therefore, Section 5 is devoted to social evaluation of the simulation results and to empirical optimal taxation. Section 6 contains the conclusion and comments on future directions.
2 MODELLING LABOUR SUPPLY

In the same period (mid-90s) when the microsimulation community starts moving towards introducing behavioural responses, labour supply modelling benefits from an innovative research effort which had matured in the first half of the 70s, that is the random utility maximization (RUM) model developed by McFadden (1974). The crucial advantage of this approach is that the solution of the utility maximization problem is expressed in terms of comparisons of absolute values of utility rather than in terms of marginal variations of utility as in the traditional constrained utility maximization models. The RUM approach is very convenient when compared to the previous ones, since it does not require going through complicated Kuhn-Tucker conditions involving derivatives of the utility function and of the budget constraints. Therefore, it is not affected by the complexity of the rule that defines the budget set or by how many goods are contained in the utility function. Equally important, the deterministic part of the utility function can be specified in a very flexible way without worrying about the computational problems. The most popular version adopts the “Extreme Value” distribution for the stochastic component, which leads to an easy and intuitive expression for the probability that any particular alternative is chosen (that is the multinomial or conditional logit model).

2.1 The discrete choice model

This approach essentially consists in representing the budget set with a set of discrete alternatives or jobs. Early and path-breaking contributions include Zabalza et al. (1980), where labour supply is represented in terms of probabilities of choosing among alternative hours of work or alternative jobs. This contribution, however, is essentially an ordinal probit analysis. Especially in view of modelling simultaneous decisions on the part of household partners, the Conditional Multinomial Logit model appears much more convenient. This is the line chosen by Van Soest (1995). Although this very influential contribution can be classified as belonging to the RUM family, we denote it more specifically as a Discrete Choice (DC) model, because: (i) the discreteness of the opportunity set is a distinctive feature of it (this is not the case in general for RUM models); (ii) the random term that generates the probabilistic choices is given an eclectic interpretation that includes both the RUM-McFadden (McFadden, 1974; 1984) interpretation and the optimization error interpretation (the latter leading to a non-random utility model). Besides Van Soest (1995), many contributions have adopted the DC model during the last two decades.
The DC model typically treats also couples with simultaneous decisions of the two partners, but in order to keep the illustration simple, we will discuss the single case below: the extension to couples is straightforward. The household chooses among $T+1$ alternatives or $b = 0, 1, \ldots, T$. The utility is first defined as non-stochastic, $v(f(wh,I),h)$, where $w$ is the fixed (individual-specific) gross wage rate, $I$ is the exogenous income and $f(\cdot,\cdot)$ is the tax-transfer rule that transforms gross incomes into net available income. In order to model the observed hours of work as the result of a probabilistic process, a random variable $\varepsilon$ is added to the previously defined utility function: $v(f(wh,I),h) + \varepsilon$.

As mentioned above, the random term is typically given two different interpretations (for instance Van Soest, 1995): (i) the utility contribution of unobserved characteristics of the alternative choices; (ii) a measurement/optimization error. Interpretation (i) is compatible with the classic RUM interpretation and implies that the household are observed as choosing exactly what they prefer, and what they prefer is decided on the basis of $v(f(wh,I),h) + \varepsilon$. Interpretation (ii) instead implies that the household’s preferences are measured by $v(f(wh,I),h)$ but the alternative to which they are matched does not maximize $v(f(wh,I),h)$ but rather $v(f(wh,I),h) + \varepsilon$: this might happen because they make errors or because some other unexpected process displaces them from the preferred choices. However, the two interpretations in principle have very different implications in view of the simulation and of the welfare evaluation. The contributions adopting the DC approach stress the importance of a very flexible specification of $v(f(wh,I),h)$ and of checking for its quasi-concavity (for instance Van Soest, 1995). This focus of attention suggests that this approach indeed tends to consider $v(f(wh,I),h)$ as the true utility function and $\varepsilon$ as a measurement/optimization error. Consistently, preference heterogeneity is preferably introduced through random preference parameters.

The household is assumed to choose $b$ so as to maximize $v(f(wh,I),h) + \varepsilon$. By assuming that $\varepsilon$ is i.i.d. Type I Extreme Value, one gets the Multinomial Logit or Conditional Logit expression for the probability that the household is observed working $b$ hours:

$$P(h) = \frac{\exp\{v(f(wh,I),h)\}}{\sum_{y=0}^{T}\exp\{v(f(wy,I),y)\}}$$

Equation 1 usually does not fit labour supply data very well. Van Soest (1995) notes that the model over-predicts the number of people working part-time. More generally, certain types of jobs might differ according to a number of systematic factors that are not accounted for by the observed variables contained in $v$: (a) availability or density of job-types; (b) fixed costs; (c) search costs; (d)
systematic utility components. In order to account for these factors, the following “dummies refinement” can be adopted. Let us define subsets \( S_0, \ldots, S_L \) of the set \( \{0, 1, \ldots, T\} \). Clearly, the definition of the subsets should reflect some hypothesis upon the differences between the values of \( b \) with respect to the factors (a) – (b) mentioned above. Now we specify the choice probability as follows (Equation 2):

\[
P(h) = \frac{\exp \left\{ v(f(wh, I), h) + \sum_{t} \gamma_t 1(h \in S_t) \right\}}{\sum_{y=0}^{T} \exp \left\{ v(f(wy, I), y) + \sum_{t} \gamma_t 1(y \in S_t) \right\}}
\]

where \( 1(\varepsilon) = 1 \) if \( \varepsilon \) is true. Many papers have adopted this refinement, for instance Van Soest (1995) and Kalb (2000) among others. Aaberge et al. (1995, 1999) and Colombino (2013) also implement a similar procedure, which however is based on a specific structural interpretation of the dummies and of their coefficients. An alternative adjustment consists of imputing a monetary cost (or benefit) to some ranges of work hours:

\[
P(h) = \frac{\exp \left\{ v(f(wh, I) + \sum_{t} c_t 1(h \in S_t), h) \right\}}{\sum_{y=0}^{T} \exp \left\{ v(f(wy, I) + \sum_{t} c_t 1(y \in S_t), y) \right\}}
\]

A popular specification of Equation 3 is interpreted as accounting for fixed costs \( c \) of working — for instance see the survey by Blundell, Chiappori, Magnac, and Meghir (2007).

### 2.2 The random utility – random opportunities model

The Random Utility – Random Opportunities (RURO) model is an extension of McFadden’s RUM model. The utility is assumed to be of the following form (Equation 4):

\[
U \left( f(wh, I), h, j \right) = v(f(wh, I), h) + \varepsilon(w, h, j)
\]

where \( b \) is hours of work, \( w \) is the wage rate, \( I \) is the exogenous income, \( f \) is a tax-transfer function that transforms gross incomes into net income, \( j \) is a variable that captures other job and/or individual characteristics and \( \varepsilon \) is a random variable that varies across market and non-market alternatives.
A first difference with respect to the DC model is that the utility function is directly specified as stochastic. The random component is interpreted as in the presentations of the Conditional Logit model by McFadden (1974): besides the observed characteristics, there are other characteristics \( j \) of the job or of the household-job match that are observed by the household but not by the econometrician. Commuting time or required skill (when not observed by the analyst) are possible examples of the characteristics captured by \( j \). Their effect upon utility is captured by \( \varepsilon(w, h, j) \).

Second, the households maximize their utility by choosing not simply hours but rather opportunities (“jobs”) defined by hours of work \( h \), wage rates \( w \) (which can change across jobs for the same household) and other unobserved (by the analyst) attributes \( j \). In the DC model, the households’ choices (how many hours of work) are analogous to the choices of a consumer deciding how many units of a consumption good (like meat, milk or gasoline) to buy every week. In the RURO model, the household is closer to the McFadden’s commuter choosing among car, train or the BART shuttle when travelling along the San Francisco Bay (Domencich & McFadden, 1975).

Third, besides not observing the other job characteristics \( j \), the analyst does not know exactly which and how many jobs are contained in the household opportunity set; therefore, the opportunity set can be seen as random from the analyst’s viewpoint. The opportunity set will in general contain more than one job of the same \((w, h)\) type. These jobs will differ depending on the value of other, by the analyst, unobserved attributes. This implies that the number, or the density, of jobs belonging to the different types will play a crucial role in the model.

In Aaberge et al. (1995) the range of values of \((w, h)\) is assumed to be continuous. Let \( B \) be the set of admissible values of \((w, h)\) and \( p(x,y) \) the density of jobs of type \((x,y)\). The household chooses \( h \) and \( j \) so as to maximize \( v(f(wh,I),h) + \varepsilon(j) \). Then it turns out that we get the (continuous) conditional logit expression for the probability density function of a \((w,h)\) choice:

\[
\varphi(w,h) = \frac{\exp\{v(f(wh,I),h)\} p(w,h)}{\int_{(x,y)\in B} \exp\{v(f(xy,I),y)\} p(x,y)dx dy}
\]  

Equation 5 is based on Dagsvik (1994). The model is close to the continuous spatial model developed by Ben-Akiva and Watanatada (1981). It can also be seen as an extension of the McFadden’s Conditional Logit model where the systematic utility of a job type \((w,h)\) is “weighted”
by the number of jobs of that type available in the opportunity set. Aaberge et al. (1999) provide a transparent and simple proof for a discrete version of Equation 5:

$$\varphi(w,h) = \frac{\exp\{v(f(wh,I),h)\} p(w,h)}{\sum_{(x,y) \in B} \exp\{v(f(xy,I),y)\} p(x,y)}$$

(6)

The discrete version can be interpreted either as a more realistic representation or as computational simplification of the continuous version.

So far, in all the applications of the RURO the opportunity density $p(w,h)$ is first factorized as (Equation 7):

$$p(w,h) = \begin{cases} p_1 g_1(h) g_2(w) & \text{if } h > 0 \\ 1 - p_1 & \text{if } h = 0 \end{cases}$$

(7)

where $p_1$ denotes the density of alternatives with $b > 0$, that is market jobs, $g_1(b)$ and $g_2(w)$ are the densities of $w$ and $b$ conditional on $b > 0$. The conditional density of hours is specified as uniform with peaks (to be estimated) corresponding to part-time and full-time. The conditional density of the wage rates is assumed to be log-normal. Details can be found in Aaberge et al. (1999, 1995). All the densities $p_1$, $g_1(b)$, $g_2(w)$ and the density of $w$ can depend on household or job characteristics.

By looking at Equation 6, we can see that the solution of the utility maximization problem is expressed in terms of comparisons of absolute values of utility rather than in terms of marginal variations of utility and it is not affected by the specification of $v(.,.)$ or $f(.,.)$. One can choose relatively general and complicated specifications for $v$ and/or accounting for complex tax-transfer rules $f$ without affecting the characterization of behaviour and without significantly affecting the computational burden involved by the estimation or simulation of the model. This holds for both the discrete and the continuous version of the model. It is not often realized in the literature that the advantages of RUM or of RURO are due to the representation of choice as the maximization of a random utility, rather than to the discreteness of the choice set.

Note that Equation 1 can be seen as a special case of Equation 6 when the wage rate $w$ is treated as a fixed characteristic of the household (invariant with respect to the alternatives) and $p(x,y) = \text{constant}$ for all $(x,y)$.
It is also useful to observe that the opportunity density \( p(x, y) \) can be specified in such a way that Equation 6 reduces to a DC model with dummies refinement. For example, Colombino (2013) starts by considering a model with fixed individual specific wage rates (Equation 8):

\[
\varphi(h) = \frac{\exp \{ v(f(wh, I), h) \} p(h)}{\sum_{y \in B} \exp \{ v(f(wy, I), y) \} p(y)} \tag{8}
\]

By specifying the opportunity density \( p(y) \) as uniform-with-peaks, we get the following expression (Equation 9):

\[
\varphi(h) = \frac{\exp \{ v(f(wh, I), h) + \gamma_0 (h > 0) + \sum_{i=1}^{L} \gamma_i 1(h \in S_i) \}}{\sum_{y \in B} \exp \{ v(f(wy, I), x) + \gamma_0 (y > 0) + \sum_{i=1}^{L} \gamma_i 1(y \in S_i) \}} \tag{9}
\]

with

\[
\gamma_0 = \ln J + A_0, \gamma_i = \ln \left( \frac{J_i}{J} \right) + A_i \tag{10}
\]

where \( J \) = number of alternatives with \( h > 0 \), and \( J_i \) = number of alternatives with \( h \in S_i \) (for instance, \( S_i \) might be the set of hours values classified as “part-time”) and \( A_0 \) and \( A_i \) are constants (Equation 10). Equation 9 is formally equivalent to the DC model with the “dummies refinement”. However, here the coefficients \( \gamma \) have a specific structural interpretation, which —as we will see in the section dedicated to policy simulation— can be used to develop an equilibrium simulation procedure.

2.3 The representation of the opportunity set

In the continuous version of the RURO model, the opportunity set in principle can contain the whole positive quadrant, that is all the positive values of \((w, h)\). If instead a discrete representation of the choice set (as in the DC model or as in the version, see Equation 6, of the RURO model) is adopted, then one has to decide which alternatives are to be included in the opportunity set (besides the chosen alternative). DC models typically assume the opportunity set is fixed and imputed to every household. For example, one might divide the hour interval \((0, T)\) into equal sub-intervals and pick one value in each sub-interval (for instance the midpoint, or a randomly chosen point). The wage rate is also fixed and household-specific: therefore, for every value \( h \), the corresponding
gross earnings are equal to \(wh\). In the RURO models, the opportunity set is unknown since the opportunity density \(p(w,h)\) must be estimated. The opportunity set used in the estimation (and in the simulations) can then be interpreted as a sample drawn from an unknown population. Therefore, the sampling method emerges as a relevant issue. Aaberge et al. (1999, 1995) sample alternative \((w,h)\) values from a pre-estimated density \(q(w,h)\) and, following Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985), re-weight Equation 6 as follows:

\[
\varphi(w,h) = \frac{\exp \{v(f(wh,I),h)\} p(w,h)/q(w,h)}{\sum_{(x,y) \in \hat{B}} \exp \{v(f(xy,I),y)\} p(x,y)/q(x,y)}
\]  

(11)

where \(\hat{B}\) is the sample of market and non-market alternatives (Equation 11). Aaberge, Colombino, and Wennemo (2009) discuss and evaluate different methods of representing the opportunity set and find that they might have an important impact on the results of the policy simulation.

2.4 Unobserved wage rates

The problem of unobserved wage rates for those who are not working can be solved either with a simultaneous procedure or with a two-step procedure. When adopting a simultaneous estimation with a DC model, one should also treat the wage rate \(w\) as an endogenous outcome and account for the fact that \(w\) is not observed for the non-workers in the sample. For that purpose, we must specify a probability density function \(m(w)\). Starting from Equation 1, the likelihood of an observation with non-zero hours \(h\) and wage rate \(w\) would then be (Equation 12):

\[
P(w,h) = \frac{\exp \{v(f(wh,I),h)\} m(w)}{\sum_{k=0} \exp \{v(f(wk,I),k)\}}
\]  

(12)

The likelihood of an observation with \(h = 0\) and unobserved wage rate would instead be (Equation 13):

\[
P(h = 0) = \int \frac{\exp \{v(f(0,I),0)\} m(w)dw}{\sum_{k=0} \exp \{v(f(wk,I),k)\}}
\]  

(13)

In RURO models, the wage rate is endogenous from the very start. Therefore (in the continuous version), the likelihood of a choice \((w, h)\) is given by Equation 6. By inserting Equation 7 into Equation 6 we get:
Alternatively, one could use a two-step procedure for imputing unobserved wages. In the first step, the wage equation is estimated. In the second step, the predicted wage rate replaces the missing values (or, alternatively, both the missing and the observed values). The random term of the wage equation is added to the systematic part and integrated (or “averaged”) out with a simulation procedure (see for instance Van Soest, 1995). Both the simultaneous and the two-steps procedures illustrated above assume that the random term of the wage equation is uncorrelated with the random term of the utility function. However, one might want to allow for a correlation of the wage rate random component with one or more random parameters of $v(f(wh,I),h)$ due, for example, to a dependence of the wage rate on previous decisions (see for instance Blundell & Shephard, 2012; Gong & van Soest, 2002).

2.5 Unemployment

In RURO models, $\varepsilon$ is interpreted as part of the utility function and therefore $h = 0$ is an optimal choice. Involuntary unemployment can be considered in different ways depending on which interpretation of which concept of involuntary unemployment is adopted. A first interpretation is associated with the opportunity set. An individual is assumed to be involuntary unemployed if the set of available market opportunities is empty, or contains “too few” elements, or elements with “two poor” characteristics (for instance low wage rates, bad non-pecuniary features, etc.). The qualification of “involuntary” is motivated by the exogeneity of an “unattractive” opportunity set. The opportunity density $p(w,h)$ in general allows for this possibility. A second interpretation sees involuntary unemployment as an unanticipated displacement from the chosen alternative. The most natural way to implement this interpretation would be to complement the basic labour supply model with an exogenous latent index equation (see for instance Blundell et al., 2007). As a matter of fact, this approach has been adopted so far with DC models but not with RURO models.

If $\varepsilon$ is interpreted as an optimization error rather than as part of the utility— as is more common with DC models— then some of the observations with $h = 0$ might be interpreted as involuntary
unemployed. The idea here is that the individual maximizes (by mistake) \( U + \varepsilon \) rather than the true utility \( U \). Maybe the involuntary unemployed could be identified as those with \( h = 0 \) and systematic utility sufficiently close (in some sense) to the systematic utility of those with \( h > 0 \). To the best of our knowledge, this line of research has not been pursued. Alternatively, one could interpret the optimization errors due to \( \varepsilon \) as accounting for more modest displacements such as underemployment or overemployment and instead model unemployment with a latent index equation (Blundell et al., 2007).

### 2.6 Generalizations

Both the DC and the RURO model can be easily generalized to include several dimensions of choice. Besides simultaneous decisions on the part of partners in a couple, one might include other decisions such as: labour supply of other members of the household, consumption of goods and services, fertility, choice of child-care mode, sector of employment, other dimensions of labour supply (occupational choice, educational choices, job search activities, etc.). For example, Aaberge and Colombino (2013) and Dagsvik, Locatelli, and Strøm (2009) include the choice between employment in the private sector and the public sector; Kornstad and Thoresen (2007) model the simultaneous choice of labour supply and child-care; Haan and Wrohlich, (2011) analyse fertility and employment, Hoynes (1996) and Aaberge and Flood (2013) analyse labour supply and welfare participation.

A potential limitation of the RUM models based on the independent and identical extreme value distribution for the random component \( \varepsilon \) is the IIA assumption, which in turn implies restrictions on the behavioural responses (see Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985). Some contributions have opted for alternative distributional assumptions (see Keane & Moffitt, 1998). However, advances with simulation-based methods (Train, 2003), have made it feasible to overcome this limitation by assuming GEV (generalized extreme value) distributions (for instance Nested Logit models) or random parameters, while preserving the main convenient analytical advantages of the extreme value distributions. By assuming that one or more preference parameters are stochastic one gets the so-called Mixed Logit model (McFadden & Train, 2000).
3 NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND ALTERNATIVE MODELS

We mention here three important research strands that have been developed during the last decades, either as refinements of the standard labour supply model or as innovative or alternative approaches.

1. Stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) model (see for instance Keane, 2011; Wolpin, 1996)

There are various motivations for using SDP models. First, many choices—notably human capital decisions, occupational choices, fertility, etc.—have important intertemporal implications, namely the effects of decisions taken today have important effects in the future. Second, many policies have an intrinsic intertemporal dimension, for instance there might be time limits, or it might be that the amount of services I decide to get today affects the amount of services I can get tomorrow (Swann, 2005). Third, an important source of uncertainty in current decisions is the expectation of future changes in policies, e.g. expectations on whether a certain policy is temporary or permanent (Keane & Wolpin, 2002a, 2002b).

2. Non-unitary models of household behaviour

Where the household is not represented as a fictitious individual but rather as a set of individuals who, somehow, arrive at a collective decision. A major aim is developing models that can analyse intra-household allocation of resources (for instance among genders) and the effects of policies upon different members of the households. As to the way of modelling the process that leads to the collective decision, there are two main lines of research: (i) the “sharing rule” approach (see for instance Bloemen, 2010; Chiappori, 1988). Here, the intra-household allocation process is given a reduced form representation. This way of proceeding requires minimal a-priori assumptions (namely, the household attains, somehow, a Pareto-efficient allocation), but in principle makes the model not applicable to ex-ante policy evaluation, unless one is prepared to assume that the “sharing rule” is policy-invariant; (ii) the explicit structural representation of intra-household allocation process. For example, McElroy and Horney (1981) have proposed Nash bargaining. So far, this second approach has been much less popular than the “sharing rule” one, although its structural character makes it more promising in view of policy simulation (see for instance Del Boca & Flinn, 2012).
3. The “taxable income” approach
This is especially relevant for applications in public finance and optimal taxation. As a matter of fact, labour supply has many dimensions: not only hours of work, but also search, occupational choice, training, “effort”, etc. Although there might be a specific interest in modelling all these choices, from the public finance perspective what is mostly relevant is their combined effect, i.e. the amount of taxable income. Feldstein (1995) argues that for the purpose of measuring the efficiency effect of (marginal) tax reforms, it is sufficient to have an estimate of the elasticity of taxable income with respect to the tax rates. The argument sounds attractive since an estimate of the taxable income elasticity is relatively easy to obtain and furthermore the data on taxable income might be more reliable than data upon the various dimensions of labour supply (hours, etc.). If we denote taxable income with $z$ an implication is that the reference model becomes $\max u(c, z) \text{ s.t. } c = f(z)$ rather than the standard framework $\max u(c, h) \text{ s.t. } c = f(wh, I)$, where $f()$ denotes the tax-transfer rule that transforms taxable income(s) into net available income. The taxable income approach tends to be taken as a partner of the non-structural approach (and therefore appropriate only for the evaluation of marginal reforms), but in principle nothing prevents to adopt with a structural model. Chetty (2009) provides a discussion of the conditions under which the argument of Feldstein (1995) is valid and of its implications for empirical research.

4 EVALUATION OF STRUCTURAL MODELS
Many authors have raised doubts upon the reliability of structural models as compared with the (supposed) robustness of evidence produced by (ex-post) experimental or quasi-experimental analysis. In view of ex-ante policy evaluation, the issue is twofold: (i) are there alternatives to structural models?, and (ii) how do we evaluate structural models and how do they compare with other approaches?
When answering question (i) one must carefully distinguish between type of data and type of models (or parameters) to be estimated. Often, we observe a tendency to associate structural models with observational data and ex-post program evaluation with experimental or quasi-experimental data. Although this is what goes on in most cases, in principle nothing prevents the use of experimental or quasi-experimental data for the estimation of structural models (for instance Bargain & Doorley, 2017; McElroy & Horney, 1981). A second possible source of confusion comes from erroneously associating structural modelling with the use of “convenient” parametric functional forms: although this might be a common practice, most of the research done on “non-
parametric” (or “flexible”) estimation addressed to policy evaluation is structural (for instance Blomquist & Newey, 2002; Matzkin, 2013). A third erroneous perception consists of identifying structural models with models based on utility maximization. Again, while utility maximization is the “mainstream”, most of the “agent-based” approach is structural. What counts in view of ex-ante evaluation is that a set of relevant parameters (or primitives) be identified as policy independent. Depending on the class of policies we are interested in different sets or combinations of parameters might be sufficient for the purpose (Marschak, 1953). Of course, the point is that data, by themselves, whether experimental or quasi-experimental or non-experimental, are not sufficient to identify policy-invariant parameters. Therefore, the answer to question (i) is negative: ex-ante evaluation requires a structural model, whether parametric or non-parametric, based on utility maximization or not, explicit or implicit, estimated on observational or (quasi-) experimental data, etc. Let us turn to question (ii). The structural econometric community tends now to see models as approximations. Ordinary statistical testing is informative on the precision of the parameter estimates of the model but less so on how useful the estimated model is. This pragmatic approach would seem to entail a shift of focus from the issue of identification to the issues of external validation and out-of-sample prediction (Keane, 2010). The amount of out-of-sample testing so far is limited (for instance Aaberge et al., 2009; Aaberge & Flood, 2013; Keane & Moffitt, 1998; Keane & Wolpin, 2002a, 2002b) but reassuring. A supplementary evidence provided by out-of-sample prediction exercises suggests that flexible a-theoretical models—as compared with structural models—tend to perform better in-sample but worse out-of-sample.

5 POLICY SIMULATION

We start by asking, when is information on behavioural responses needed? Non-behavioural simulations may be sufficiently informative provided the policy changes or the reforms can be represented as marginal changes in net wages and/or in unearned income. Let \( V(w,I) \) be the indirect utility function, where \( w \) is the net wage rate and \( I \) is the unearned income. Let us suppose that the reform can be represented as a marginal change \((dw, dI)\). Then we have:

\[
dV = \frac{\partial V}{\partial w} dw + \mu dI,
\]

where

\[
\mu \equiv \frac{\partial V}{\partial I}.
\]
is the marginal utility of income. By applying Roy’s theorem, we get:

\[
\frac{dV}{\mu} = hdw + dI.
\]

The right-hand side is the change in the budget, conditional on the pre-reform labour supply \( b \). The left-hand side is the monetary equivalent of the change in utility. Therefore, the result tells us that the change in the budget (that is the basic result produced by a non-behavioural simulation) is a money-metric measure of the change in utility. Similar arguments can be generalized so that a non-behavioural simulation can be complemented by point-estimates of elasticities or other local measures of behavioural responses (Chetty, 2009).

When the reforms involve non-marginal changes in the budget constraint, we typically want a prediction of the new choices, in particular of the new value of \( b \) or some function of it. With DP or RURO models, we can choose between two alternative procedures:

(i) Compute the expected chosen value of the variable of interest, based upon the estimated choice probabilities (see for instance Colombino, 2013).

(ii) Simulate the value of the systematic utility and of the random component corresponding to each alternative in the opportunity set. Identify the alternative with the highest utility and compute the corresponding value of the variable of interest. Typically, the random components are kept fixed across the different policy regimes that one might want to simulate and compare. When comparing a reform to the current system, it is appropriate to simulate the latter as well. The simulated current system, although not identical but reasonably close to the observed one, will provide a consistent basis for the comparison.

5.1 Short-run, long-run, comparative statics

The results of non-behavioural policy microsimulation are usually interpreted as predictions of the very short term, when agents and market interactions did not have time yet to adjust to the new policy. Even in the long-run, non-behavioural results might be informative enough, provided the reforms can be represented as marginal changes in the budget constraint. The interpretation of behavioural microsimulation results raises more controversial issues. The typical policy simulation exercise computes the labour supply effects while leaving the wage rates unchanged. Some authors (see for instance Creedy & Duncan, 2005) interpret this scenario as the “month after” prediction, with households making new choices but the market mechanisms is still late in the process of adjusting wage rates, labour demand, etc. In our view, however, the appropriate approach with
static behavioural microsimulation models is comparative statics, that is, we want to compare two different equilibria induced by two different policies. With the notion of equilibrium, we refer in general to a scenario in which the economic agents make optimal choices (that is, they choose the best alternative among those available in the opportunity set) and their choices are mutually consistent or feasible. Creedy and Duncan (2005) and Peichl & Siegloch (2012) have proposed procedures where DC labour supply models (as defined in Section 2) are complemented by a function of labour demand and the wage rates are adjusted so that the market attains the equilibrium. With RURO models a different procedure must be used, since their specification already includes a representation of the labour demand side (that is the density of available market jobs). Since a reform in general will induce a change in labour supply, it follows that in equilibrium also the number of available jobs will have to change. Colombino (2013) proposes and exemplifies an iterative simulation procedure that exploits the structural interpretation of the coefficients of the alternative-specific constants given in Equation of Section 2.2.

5.2 Evolution of labour supply elasticities

Although wage and income elasticities cannot be considered as autonomous parameters they provide useful information of the potential for stimulating labour supply by appropriate policy reforms. The comparability of the elasticities found in the literature has, however, been questioned due to differences in data and choice of modelling framework. To account for the effect of data and methodological differences, Bargain, Orsini, and Peichl (2014) assessed labour supply elasticities for 17 EU countries and the US on the basis of harmonized data covering a restricted period (1998–2005) and by using the same version of the random utility model (RUM) as previously has been used by Van Soest (1995) for instance. Although the RUM, as discussed above, suffers from certain shortcomings as compared to the RURO the use of a unified framework will nevertheless improve the cross-country comparability of the derived labour supply elasticities. The results provided by Bargain et al. (2014) suggest that the large variation in previously published elasticities is mainly due to differences in modelling framework and different observation periods of the data. Thus, one might question whether the sharp decline in labour supply elasticities in Europe and the US is due to differences in measurement method and methodological framework?

A crucial change in methodological approach took, as indicated above, place in the mid-90s when the approach introduced by Hausman (1979) was replaced by various versions of the random utility model. By using elasticities derived from these two modelling frameworks, Bargain and Peichl (2016) suggest that elasticities actually have declined since the 1980s. Below we will discuss this

During the period 1979–2011, the effect of a wage increase on total labour supply in Norway changed from being positive to become almost zero (Bhuller, Vestad, & Aaberge, 2016). While in earlier years a wage increase led to a significant increase in overall labour supply, it will now lead to almost no change in labour supply. This trend is as expected and mostly due to an increase in education and a formidable real wage growth over the past 35 years. A significantly larger proportion of married women was employed in 2011 than in 1979, which means that the potential for further increase in employment has significantly decreased. Greater degree of equality in education among women and men and generous parental leave plans have also contributed to the fact that the fathers have taken parental leave from work and become more involved in the service production at home, which might have contributed to more equal labour supply behaviour for females and males over time. Increased weight on leisure today than 35-40 years ago is due to the income effects from economic growth and a doubling in household incomes over the last 35 years. For those who already live in Norway, it may therefore prove to be challenging to maintain the current level of employment in a future with continued economic growth if the trend of a greater appreciation of leisure continues.

Bhuller et al. (2016) found for 2011 that individuals with low income and few hours worked responded more strongly to a wage increase than those with high income and many hours worked. This is largely because low income individuals have a greater potential to increase their labour supply, but it also relates to the fact that low income individuals generally have the least attractive jobs in terms of hourly wage and job content. Therefore, economic stimulation will have a stronger effect on offered jobs for people with low incomes than for high income people. This relationship has been found based on Norwegian data for all years that is 1979, 1986, 1994, 2006 and 2011. A similar relationship is also found for two sets of data for Sweden (Aaberge & Flood, 2013; Aaberge, Colombino, & Strom, 2000) and two datasets for Italy (Aaberge et al., 2000; Aaberge, Colombino, & Strom, 2004).

As indicated above, labour supply behaviour for women and men has become more similar over time, although the elasticities of married women from immigrant groups are significantly higher than for men and immigration increased significantly over the recent 15 years. This must be seen in the context that many women from immigrant groups are not in work or work for a few hours and therefore have great potential for increasing employment, while most women from the rest of
the population work full-time or long part-time. Thus, since observed participation in the labour market is significantly lower among immigrant groups than among ethnic Norwegians they have a larger potential for increasing labour supply. By decomposing the overall elasticities by participation and hours elasticities, hours responses for married/cohabitants were found to be more affected by changes in hourly wages than the decision to work, some of which belong to the non-immigrant population. For immigrants, the picture is more complex, and the results vary with immigrant background. However, regardless of immigrant background, the pattern of the elasticities is like those for ethnic Norwegians and show to be relatively high for the lowest income deciles, and then they fall significantly with the income size. This is also consistent with results in studies based on data from the 70s, 80s and 90s. While the high-paid previously had small positive wage elasticities, they have negative wage elasticities in 2006 and 2011. Income elasticities for all immigrant groups except those from Western Europe, North America, and Oceania are higher than for the rest of the population and are run by both participation and working time decisions.

5.3 Labour supply simulations addressing specific policies

In this section we focus on three specific applications that in the last decades attracted much attention: (i) in-work benefits or tax credits, (ii) basic income, and (iii) the flat tax. The first two policies are part of the debate on redesigning the welfare system, the last one is a recurrent idea aiming at simplification and efficiency.  

Since the end of the Second World War, means-tested transfers with phasing out rate close to 100 per cent — a form of Conditional Basic Income (CBI) — prevailed as the main form of income support mechanism in most Western countries. This policy introduces a disincentive to work, especially so for people with a low wage rate, together with further problems: high administration costs, “welfare stigma” effects and take-up costs leading to low take-up rates, incentives to under-reporting of income, errors in applying eligibility criteria and litigation costs (see for instance Atkinson, 2015; Friedman, 1962). Also as a response to these problems, the so-called Negative Income Tax (NIT) was proposed by Friedman (1962) and supported by many economists. Since the second half of the 70s, in many countries, various reforms of the income-support policies have taken still a different path: work-fare programs, less generous transfers, policies targeted towards smaller segments of the population, a more sophisticated design of eligibility conditions and of the timing of transfers, in-work benefits or tax credits in order to strengthen the incentives to work (Moffitt, 2003). The design of the various tax credit systems varies along many dimensions, where the Swedish and the US versions have represented the extremities. As opposed to the US system
the 2007 Swedish system was universal and not phased out and thus reduced taxes for all working individuals at all earnings levels. By contrast, since the EITC (earned income tax credit) system in the US is phased out at a moderate earnings level and targeted to low-income families, redistributive concerns appear to be a major justification for its design. Evaluations of phase-out and non-phase-out versions of the tax credit system have been carried out by Bhuller et al. (2016) and Aaberge and Flood (2013) based on Norwegian and Swedish data. As expected, the phase-out versions generate lower labour supply responses, lower budget deficit and larger decrease in income inequality compared to the non-phased-out systems. More recently, in many countries a new interest is emerging for a still different reform direction: less conditioning and simpler designs closer to the original Friedman (1962) proposal of the NIT, with Unconditional Basic Income (UBI) as a limit case with no means-testing (for instance Atkinson, 2015; Van Parijs, 1995). Also the so-called Flat-Tax (FT)—as the NIT or the UBI—is an idea pointing towards simplification and is often associated with NIT-like mechanisms (see for instance Atkinson, 1996). The likely effects on labour supply of these policies are an important issue for their evaluation. The FT has been analysed with behavioural microsimulation models (for instance by Aaberge et al., 2000; Fuest, Peichl, & Schaefer, 2008; Paulus & Peichl, 2008; Peichl, 2014) provides a recent survey. UBI and other members of the NIT class have also been analysed with different results (see for instance Aaberge et al., 2000, 2004; Clavet, Duclos, & Lacroix, 2013; Colombino, 2015; Colombino & Narazani, 2013; Horstschräer, Clauss, & Schnabel, 2010; Islam & Colombino, 2018; Jessen, Rostam-Afschar, & Steiner, 2017; Scutella, 2004; Sommer, 2016). Islam and Colombino (2018) examine in various European countries the case for an optimal tax-transfer rule in the class NIT+FT, assuming all incomes are treated according to the same rule. They find that the current system is always dominated (social welfare wise) by at least one member of the class NIT+FT. Labour supply effects are small but not irrelevant. In most cases UBI is preferred to CBI, the latter inducing more “welfare dependence”. It might be the case that the important effects would come from changes in administration costs; most likely a reduction when adopting policies with simpler designs. So far, however, structural models and microsimulation procedures have not been able to account for the implications of administration costs. A gap which is to be filled in future work.

5.4 Optimal taxes

Optimal taxation theory addresses the question of how tax-transfers rules should be designed to maximise a social welfare function subject to the public revenue constraint and considering that households choose labour supply, or more generally “effort”, in order to maximize their utility function subject to the budget constraint defined by the tax-transfer rule. Mirrlees (1971) is the
path breaking theoretical contribution. The studies linking theoretical optimal taxation to empirical research and policy analysis proceed as follows. The researcher looks for an analytical solution to the optimal taxation problem, that is a “formula” that allows to compute the optimal tax design as function of observed variables and parameters. For example, using a simplified version of Saez (2001) —assuming identical preferences, no income effects and interior solutions— the following result is obtained:

\[
\frac{T'(z)}{1-T'(z)} = \left( \frac{1}{e(z)} \right) \left( \frac{1-F(z)}{zf(z)} \right) \left( 1-G(z) \right)
\]

(15)

where \(T'(z)\) is the marginal tax rate applied at (taxable) income \(z\), \(e(z)\) is the elasticity of \(z\) with respect to \(1 - T'(z)\), \(F(z)\) and \(f(z)\) are the distribution function and the density function of \(z\) and \(G(z)\) is a relative social weight attached to individuals with income greater than \(z\). Note that this formulation adopts the “taxable income” approach (see Section 3), rather than the more traditional labour supply approach. Of course, Equation 15 is not a direct solution, since \(z\) depends on the tax rule \(T(\cdot)\). Therefore, in order to compute \(T'(\cdot)\), we must specify a structural model that explains how \(z\) depends on \(T(\cdot)\), (see for instance Brewer, Saez, & Shephard, 2008), and impute (based on external estimates, guesses, calibrations or just assumptions) \(e,F(\cdot),f(\cdot)\) and \(G(\cdot)\). Mirrlees (1971) and Saez (2001), among others, using equations similar to Equation 15, or more general formulations with income effects, to get an optimal tax profiles that is pretty close to a FT with a lump-sum transfer for low incomes. Tuomala (2010), however, shows that the results are very sensible to the assumptions upon preferences and productivity distribution. Saez (2002) adopts a discrete choice framework that accounts for both intensive and extensive responses, with results that suggest the possible optimality of in-work benefits (rather than lump-sum transfers) policies for low income households. More recent contributions argue also in favour of progressive taxation and high top marginal tax rates (see for instance Diamond & Saez, 2011).

The role of elasticity, or elasticities, of labour supply is central in this literature. This is evident in Equation 15 and carries over to more general formulations were both intensive—and extensive—margin elasticities are present and can depend in general on the level of income. The early contributions mainly imputed alternative values using elasticity as a tool for sensitivity analysis. More recent contributions use microeconometric estimates. The influential work of Saez (2001) elaborates upon the possibility of computing optimal taxes only based on estimated elasticities without a structural labour supply model. The idea has been generalized by Chetty (2009) and labelled as the “sufficient statistics” approach, which in fact goes back to the same idea of the
“Harberger triangle”; that is using statistics, typically elasticities, that can be estimated non-parametrically, and one can approximate various quantities, such as dead-weight loss, etc., that are relevant for the design and the evaluation of public policies. However, as far as optimal taxation is concerned, in general the idea only works for the computation of local solutions (for instance the top marginal tax rate). An interesting special case presented by Saez (2001) is the computation of the optimal top marginal tax rate, above income level $z$. Assuming quasi-linear preferences and constant elasticity $\epsilon$, it turns out that

$$\frac{\tau}{1-\tau} = \frac{[1-\bar{g}][1-z^{\epsilon}]}{z}$$

where $z^m$ is the average income of households with $z \geq \bar{z}$ and $\bar{g}$ is the social weight attached to those same households. Empirical one finds that, for sufficiently high $\bar{z}$, the ratio $\bar{z}/z^m$ is approximately constant. Therefore, the top marginal tax rate can be directly computed as a function of the elasticity $\epsilon$ and of the social preferences summarized by $\bar{g}$.

The approach pioneered by Mirrlees (1971) and innovated by Saez (2001, 2002) is a fundamental theoretical framework for addressing the design of optimal tax-transfer mechanisms. However, so far, its empirical applications suffer from three main shortcomings due to the assumptions made in order to get practical analytical solutions. First, Mirrlees (1971) and Saez (2001), among others, only cover interior solutions and therefore only intensive labour supply responses are considered. Saez (2002) presents a discrete choice model that includes extensive responses but introduces special restrictive assumptions on the intensive responses. Second, the empirical implementations of the analytical approach so far have considered individuals, not couples. Third, most empirical applications assume quasi-linear preferences, no income effects and fixed labour supply elasticities.

To overcome the shortcomings of the simulation exercises based on theoretical optimal taxation results, recent contributions have proposed an alternative, or complementary, computational approach (Aaberge & Colombino, 2012, 2013b; Blundell & Shephard, 2012; Ericson & Flood, 2012; Islam & Colombino, 2018). Modern microeconometric models of labour supply can accommodate many realistic features such as simultaneous decisions of household members, non-unitary mechanisms of household decisions, decisions at both the intensive and extensive margins, complicated constraints and opportunity sets, multidimensional heterogeneity of both households and jobs, quantitative constraints etc. It is simply not feasible, at least so far, to obtain analytical
solutions for the optimal taxation problem in such environments. The computational approach combines microeconometric modelling, microsimulation and numerical optimization. The microeconometric model, which simulates the agents’ choices by utility maximization, is embedded into a global maximization algorithm that solves the social planner’s problem, that is, the maximization of a social welfare function subject to the public budget constraint.

The method, as presented in Aaberge and Colombino (2013), can be formulated as in Equation 16 below. Household \( n \) can choose a “job” within an opportunity set \( B_n \). Each job is defined by a vector of wage rates \( w \), a vector of hours of work \( h \) and other characteristics \( j \) (unobserved by the analyst). Given gross earnings \( w'h \) and gross unearned income \( I \), net available income is determined by a tax-transfer function \( c = f(w'h, I; \theta) \) defined up to a vector of parameters \( \theta \). For any given tax-transfer rule (that is, any given value of \( \theta \)) the choices by the households are simulated by running a microeconometric model that allows for a very flexible representation of heterogeneous preferences and opportunity sets, it covers both singles and couples, accounts for quantity constraints and is able to treat any tax-transfer rule however complex. Note that it would be hopeless to look for analytical solutions of an optimal taxation problem in such an environment. The choices made by the \( N \) agents result in \( N \) positions \( (c, h, j) \), which are then evaluated by the social planner according to a social welfare function \( W \). The Social Planner’s problem therefore consists of searching for the value of the parameters \( \theta \) that maximizes \( W \) subject to the following constraints: (i) the various positions \( (c, h, j) \) result from utility-maximizing choices on the part of the households (incentive-compatibility constraints); (ii) the total net tax revenue must attain a given amount \( R \) (public budget constraint). The optimal taxation problem

\[
\max_{\theta} W \left( U_1(c_1, h_1, j_1), U_2(c_2, h_2, j_2), \ldots, U_N(c_N, h_N, j_N) \right)
\]

s.t.

\[
(c_n, h_n, j_n) = \arg \max_{(w, h, j) \in B_n} U_n(c, h, j) \text{ s.t. } c = f(w h_n, I_n; \theta), \forall n
\]

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{N} (w_n h_n + I_n - f(w_n h_n, I_n; \theta)) \geq R.
\]

is solved computationally by iteratively simulating the household choices for different values of \( \theta \) until \( W \) is maximized. As indicated above, several recent contributions identify optimal tax-benefit rules by employing random utility models of labour supply together with microsimulation and, some version of, the social evaluation framework presented in Section 5.5 below. Aaberge and
Colombino (2013) identify optimal income tax regimes in Norway within a 10-parameter family of piecewise linear systems based on rank-dependent social welfare functions with different inequality aversion profiles. A similar exercise for Italy, where the adopted social welfare criteria account for inequality-of-opportunity, has been considered by Aaberge and Colombino (2012). Blundell and Shephard (2012) have designed an optimal tax-benefit rule for low-income families with children in the UK. Colombino and Narazani (2013) and Colombino (2015) have focussed on alternative basic income-support in Italy. Islam and Colombino (2018) have identified optimal tax-transfer rules in the NIT+FT class for a sample of European countries. As opposed to the theory-based optimal tax exercises, the micro-econometric simulation approach allows for a much more flexible representation of households’ preferences and choice opportunities and permits analysis of more complicated tax-benefit rules. This has significant implications upon the results. For example, Aaberge and Colombino (2013), for each of four different social welfare functions with inequality aversion profiles that range from neutrality to strong downside inequality aversion, identify the tax system that maximizes social welfare within a class of 10 parameter tax rules. The results show that the marginal tax rates of each of the optimal tax systems turned out to be monotonically increasing with income and that more egalitarian social welfare functions tended to imply more progressive tax rules. Moreover, the optimal bottom marginal tax rate is negative, suggesting a mechanism close to policies like the Working Families Tax Credit in the UK, the Earned Income Tax Credit in the USA and the In-Work Tax Credit in Sweden. The overall emerging picture is somehow close to Saez (2002) and Diamond and Saez (2011) but is in sharp contrast with most of the results obtained by the numerical exercises based on Mirrlees (1971) or Saez (2001). The typical outcomes of the latter exercises envisage a positive lump-sum transfer which is progressively taxed away by very high marginal tax rates on lower incomes, in combination with a proportional or slightly increasing tax rate on higher incomes. Islam and Colombino (2018) show a large heterogeneity of results across different countries and —within the NIT+FT class— find that most of the optimal rules present a concave NIT profile, that is, the phasing-out marginal rate applied to subsidised incomes is lower than the (flat) tax rate applied to higher incomes. Overall, the results obtained with the microsimulation approach seems to support what suggested by Tuomala (2010): the theory-based results might be enforced by the restrictive assumptions made on the preferences, the elasticities and the distribution of productivities (or wage rates), which in turn might conflict with the empirical evidence provided by microeconomic labour supply studies.
5.5 Social evaluation of policy reforms

5.5.1 Individual welfare functions

As explained above, empirical microeconomic models of labour supply are helpful tools for simulating the effects on households’ labour supply and income from changes in tax and benefit systems or from changes in distributions of wage rates and hours of work offered by the demand side of the labour market. It is straightforward to provide a summary of changes in employments rates and distributions of hours of work and income. However, a social planner needs information that makes it possible to compare individuals’ level of welfare before and after a policy change and thus who is gaining and who is losing on the policy change. It is, however, not obvious how one should make a social evaluation of the policy effects when the individuals’ welfare is a function of income and leisure. The estimated utility functions, or their systematic parts, might emerge as a useful basis for making social evaluations of welfare. However, since the behaviour of an individual is invariant with respect to monotonic transformations of the utility function, we face two problems. The first one concerns the construction of specific cardinal utility functions to represent the consumption/leisure preferences of individuals/households, and the second concerns the lack of convincing justification for comparing arbitrarily chosen individual cardinal utility functions and use them as arguments in a social welfare function (see for instance the thorough discussion provided by Hammond, 1991). The origin of the problem is as stated by Hume that one cannot derive an “ought” from an “is”. The common practice of basing social evaluations on distributions of individual-specific money metric measures of utility differences like equivalent and compensating variation disregards the interpersonal comparability problem, which makes it difficult to judge the ethical significance of this approach. To circumvent these problems, Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) and Hammond (1991) propose to use a common utility function as a tool for making interpersonal comparisons of welfare, since it by definition contains interpersonal comparability of both welfare levels and welfare differences. The common utility function is supposed to capture the preferences of the social planner, whereas the individual/household-specific utility functions solely are assumed to capture the consumption/leisure preferences of individuals/households. The latter can be used to simulate the behaviour of individuals/households under alternative tax/benefit systems, whereas the former is designed to be used for evaluating the outcomes of simulation exercises. As argued by Aaberge and Colombino (2013) a plausible approach is to assume that the social planner exploits the information provided by the consumption/leisure choices of the individuals/households (and moreover accounts for large heterogeneity in the availability of different jobs in the market) by estimating the common
utility function. Below we will provide an explanation of the specific version of the common utility approach employed by Aaberge and Colombino (2013) for designing optimal taxes based on a microeconomic model of labour supply. Since households differ regarding size and composition, it is required to construct a common utility function that justifies comparisons of individual welfare for individuals. The common utility function, individual welfare function, \( V \) is to be interpreted just as the input of a social welfare function and thus differs from the role played by the actual utility function \( U \) for households. The individual welfare function \( (V) \) is assumed to have a functional form that is identical to the basic functional form of the systematic part of the positive utility function \( U \), which means that the heterogeneity of the parameters of \( U \) has been removed. Thus, \( V \) is defined by (Equation 17)

\[
V(y, h) = \gamma_2 \left( \frac{y^{\gamma_1} - 1}{\gamma_1} \right) + \gamma_4 \left( \frac{L^{\gamma_3} - 1}{\gamma_3} \right)
\]

where \( L = 1 - (h/8736) \), and \( y \) is the individual’s income after tax defined by (Equation 18):

\[
y = \begin{cases} 
  c = f \left( wh, I \right) & \text{for singles} \\
  \frac{c}{\sqrt{2}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} f \left( w_f h_f, w_M h_M, I \right) & \text{for married/cohab. individuals.} 
\end{cases}
\]

Thus, couples’ incomes are transformed into comparable individual-specific incomes by dividing the couple incomes by the square root of 2. The parameters of \( V(.,.) \) are estimated with Equation 14, where \( v \) is replaced by \( V \).

Alternative and promising approaches aiming at respecting individual (consumption/leisure) preferences in welfare analyses have been proposed by Piacquadio (2017), Fleurbaey (2008), and Fleurbaey and Maniquet (2006). The approach discussed in the two latter papers has been applied in analyses of labour supply (Bargain et al., 2013; Decoster & Haan, 2015). However, as acknowledged by Decoster and Haan (2015), the choice of a specific preference respecting welfare metric might have a significant impact on the result of the welfare evaluation, and moreover shows to depend on the degree of emphasis the welfare metric places on willingness-to-work. Thus, depending on the chosen metric, a work averse or work loving individual will be favoured, which means that the social planner faces the problem of giving more or less weight to people with preferences that exhibit low or high willingness-to-work.
King (1983) proposes an approach where different preferences are represented by different characteristics or parameters $Z_i$ within a common parametric utility function. The characteristics account for a different productivity in obtaining utility from the opportunities available in the budget set. Let $V^*(w_i, I_i, Z_i)$ be the maximum utility attained by household $i$ given the budget defined by $(w_i, I_i)$. We consider reference characteristics $Z_R$ and a reference budget $(w_R, I_R)$ and the corresponding maximum utility $V^*(w_R, I_R, Z_R)$. The comparable money-metric index $\omega_i$ is then defined by (Equation 19):

$$V^*(w_R, \omega_i, Z_R) = V^*(w_i, I_i, Z_i)$$

Empirical applications of this approach are provided by King (1983), Aaberge et al. (2004), and Islam and Colombino (2018).

A different way to circumvent the interpersonal comparability problem consists in avoiding interpersonal comparisons altogether and basing the social evaluation exclusively on intrapersonal comparisons of utility levels, which of course is less informative. A proper application of the ordinal criterion would require defining the optimal tax in a different way, for example the rule that maximizes the number of winners. However, since the winners might be the individuals with the highest pre-reform welfare levels, the ordinal criterion does obviously not account for distributional effects and may for that reason be considered as an inappropriate social evaluation approach.

### 5.5.2 Social welfare functions – the primal and dual approach

The informational structure of the individual welfare functions (defined by the common utility Equation 17 or Piaquadio’s and Fleurbaey’s preference respecting welfare metrics) allows comparison of welfare levels as well as gains and losses of different individuals due to a policy change. Comparison of distributions of individual welfare, induced for example by alternative hypothetical tax reforms, might be made in terms of dominance criteria of first- and second degree. However, since distribution functions normally intersect even second-degree dominance may not provide an unambiguous ranking of the distributions in question, but it would in any case be helpful to quantify social welfare by applying either a primal or a dual social welfare function.

The “primal approach” is analogue to the inequality framework developed by Atkinson (1970), while the “dual approach” is analogue to the rank-dependent measurement of inequality introduced...
by Weymark (1981) and Yaari (1988). As is well known the Independence Axiom justifies the following family of social welfare functions (Equation 20),

\[ W(F) = \int_{0}^{\infty} u(x) dF(x) \]  

(20)

where \( F \) is a distribution with mean \( \mu \) of the individual welfare \( V \), and \( u \) is a non-decreasing concave evaluation function of individual welfare levels that reflects the preferences of a social planner who support the Independence Axiom. As demonstrated by Atkinson (1970), \( W \) can be represented by the equally distributed equivalent welfare level defined by Equation 21:

\[ \xi(F) = u^{-1}(W(F)) \]  

(21)

Thus, \( \xi(F) \) is the equally distributed individual welfare level that would yield the same level of social welfare as the actual distribution \( F \). Since \( \xi(F) \leq \mu \), Atkinson (1970) used \( \xi(F) \) as a basis for defining the following family of inequality measures (Equation 22):

\[ I(F) = 1 - \frac{\xi(F)}{\mu} \]  

(22)

The following specific family of social welfare functions and associated inequality measures were introduced by Atkinson (1970) (Equation 23),

\[ \xi(F) = \left( \int_{0}^{\infty} x^{1-\theta} dF(x) \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\theta}} \]  

(23)

where \( \theta \geq 0 \) defines the degree of inequality aversion of the social welfare function.

A similar structure is captured by the family of rank-dependent welfare functions (Weymark, 1981; Yaari, 1988) (Equation 24):

\[ W_k^*(F) = \int_{0}^{1} p_k(t) F^{-1}(t) dt \]  

(24)

where \( F^{-1} \) is the left inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the individual welfare levels \( V \) with mean \( \mu \), and \( p_k(t) \) —a positive concave weight-function defined on the unit interval—represents the preferences of the social planner and depends on an inequality-aversion parameter \( k \). The social welfare functions (Equation 24) can be given a similar normative justification as for the family (Equation 20). We refer to Aaberge and Colombino (2014) for the specification of the
weight function \( p_i(t) \). As suggested by Weymark (1981) and Aaberge (2007), the index (Equation 25) can be used as a measure of inequality:

\[
C_k = 1 - \frac{W_i^2}{\mu}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots
\]  

(25)

The inequality indices (Equations 22 and 24) are invariant with respect to multiplicative constants. Alternatively, one might define indices that are invariant with respect to additive constants. An example is provided by Kolm (1976), where the index of inequality is:

\[
K = \frac{1}{\alpha} \ln \left\{ \exp \left( -\alpha (x - \mu) \right) dF(x) \right\}
\]  

(26)

where \( \alpha > 0 \) is a parameter that exhibits inequality aversion. The corresponding index of social welfare can be defined as \( W = \mu - K \). This approach is adopted by Islam and Colombino (2018). A similar index is also used by Blundell and Shephard (2012). Apart from the different theoretical assumptions, there might be practical issues that drive the preference among the different indices. For example, in empirical applications a rescaling of the arguments of the social welfare indices is often required or convenient. Depending on the different circumstances, a multiplicative or rather an additive rescaling might turn out as more appropriate.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The original concept of microsimulation envisaged large models of the entire economic (or even socio-economic) system—as an alternative to the then dominating large macroeconometric models—including behavioural responses. The events took a different route. On the one hand, the first successful implementations of microsimulation models at the policy level were non-behavioural. On the other hand, the researchers working on microeconomic models of labour supply started using microsimulation tools for policy design and evaluation. In this paper, we have illustrated the current labour supply modelling strategies and their possible evolutions, together with their policy applications that use microsimulation methods. Further developments, both on the microsimulation algorithms side and on the microeconomic side, might or might not favour a development of a stronger link between large microsimulation algorithms and behavioural labour supply analysis. The general problem is that there is a trade-off between the increasing theoretical sophistication of labour supply models (that is, stochastic dynamic programming models, intra-household allocation or collective models, etc.) and their flexibility in interacting with other models.
representing different segments of the economic system. However, the approach currently adopted in most of the labour supply modelling literature, that is the RUM/RURO approach, at the moment represents an excellent compromise between increasing sophistication and tractability/interactions within larger simulation projects. Addressing more complex tax-transfer policies, adding other dimension of choice (besides hours of work) or introducing dynamics and intertemporal choices, do not change the basic logical and computational structure of RUM/RURO models. Their typical discrete representation of the opportunity sets is naturally matched to the logic of discrete states and discrete choices prevailing in microsimulation since its origins. Furthermore, microsimulation provides an ideal platform for addressing issues that are hard, if not impossible, to tackle analytically, that is identifying optimal tax-transfer policies, comparing alternative theory of choice (for instance utility maximization vs. agent-based models) or exploring the implications of alternative social welfare evaluation criteria.
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12 Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der Linden (2013) present a different theoretical model with different implications.

13 A recent theoretical contribution is Kleven, Kreiner, and Saez (2009).

14 Note, the Equations 17 and 20 (or Equation 24) can be considered as two-stage approaches for measuring social welfare where the first stage consists of using the common utility function to aggregate the two goods (consumption and leisure) for each individual into a measure of well-being and the second stage to aggregate the well-being across individuals into a measure of social welfare. As demonstrated by Bosmans, Decancq, and Ooghe (2015) the two-stage approach can be given an axiomatic normative justification.